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Artnotes

Something is missing!

Gallery is now in its 16th issue and is

becoming well known and established —
and in that word 'established" lies the

problem.

The magazine has no intention of setting

itself up as 'establishment' or 'authority'.

Our aims as published in Gallery no 1 in

1994 are to offer a variety of views and to

create a forum for discussion and e.xchange

of ideas. We don't want to be a one-party

state. We need some valid opposition.

Gallery is not a platform for 'e.xperts' but

rather a vehicle for interpretations as diverse

as are the members of our society and which

will hopefully lead to fuller, sometimes

contradictory, understandings.

In his interview published on pages 9

Antonio Ole says:

15,

"Art has the freedom to i^o further m other

directions, searchini; for horizons and

variety. Art is particularly about light. I say

this metaphorically ...I am always searching

for light."

Ole continues:

".Artwork is a I'f rv' open thing in terms of

meaning ... You show newforms to the

public and this provokes things in the public,

naturally."

One of the main purposes of art and,

con.sequently. of art criticism is provocation.

We need to know how you, all the readers of

Gallery and viewers of art, are provoked by

what you see and read in our pages. At the

moment our articles go largely

unchallenged.

It is not a question of 'e.xpertise' or long

experience. Contributions on pages 16-18

by some members of the recently formed

Zimbabwe Association of Art Critics,

members with little or no previous

experience in ail criticism, are proof of this.

We know there are challenges, questions,

controversies out there. We'd like to print

them. They force us all to keep our minds

open.

So this is a request to all of you: Turn on the

light. Dig us out of our four-year-old bed,

untangle the blankets, straighten the sheets,

perhaps throw the whole lot in the washing

machine. Iron out the prejudices.

Gullcn- would like to print a Letters' .section

in each issue. Letters can be posted,

e-mailed or faxed to the addresses/number

on page I

.

All and ;u1 criticism exist to open our minds,

make us more aware. So take up the pen,

typewTiter, computer and send us your

responses to the art and articles published in

Gallery, or to any other art-related issues,

directions, horizons.

The Ediror

c5

Dear Editor

Rciuhng the articles ami looking at

the reproductions in Galleiy no 13

gave me a new outlook on the

development and the present

situation of art in Africa. In how far

Zimbabwe is exemplary for the rest

of the continent. I of course don't

know.

One thing that struck me was the

impact of the social situation on the

matter andform of the art

production ofa man like Luis

Meque. The point is made in the

article of the search for African

identity within the setting of art

production round the world, where

the West is still so dominant. .Ami

this Western predominance is the

same in so many sectors of life — the

way we dress, the cars we drive if we

can afford one. the material goods

we use in everyday life, the TV and

films we see. One of the pouils

touched on is the different meaning of

products which we now consider as art and

thai were in the traditional sense meant to

have only a magicalforce. A collector of

tradititmal African art once told me that he

met a lot of disbeliefand surprise that lie

would put these things in his house for their

betnily and not for their magicalfunctions.

Now how can African artists of today go

back to their cultural roots which have lost

their original meatiing'.' To an extent this is

also the case for Western art which

separated itselffrom its old religious

functions.

In Ireland I at the Congress of International

Association of .\rt Critics) we discussed the

effort ofa great number of artists nowadays

to search for the links between art and the

social reality. This trend seems to be

strongest in places where society is in

existential turmoil — we saw that in Ireland,

we see it to a certain degree in the F.aslern

Europ<'(n> (inintries, and I suppose also in

many places of the Southern American

( ounlries. Is this the field in which African

art can find its real place? Would that mean

that art which deals mostly with formal

problems is less likely in such situations?

You see that Gallery provoked a lot of

questions. One last question. Would you

consider it interesting for me to look for a

gallery or a museum in Holland which

might be willing to organise an e.xhibition of

work from Zimbabwean artists of today?

There have been several exhibitions of

.African art (or .w called art) here, hut they

are much too commercial.

K S Levisson, The Netherlands



Gallery pays tribute to a gentle friend,

a courageous and original artist

Ishmael Wilfred
Ishmael Wilfred, Fighting, 1997, 108 x 88cm, mixed media



Recollections of a brave young painter

by Derek Muggins

Ishniacl WiUrccIs life was short. Sadly, he passed away soon after midday on 9 March 1998

at the Panrenyatwa Hospital. Harare — the day before the opening of his one person

exhibition The Spirit Lives— following a long struggle and fight against cancer; a tumour in

the face and head. He was only 29 years old. But his life was meaningful. He made it so.

Ishmael was born in the Banket district of all or part Malawian parentage. He was orphaned

at an early age and brought up by his grandparents. He attended the BAT Workshop in the

late 80s and his contemporaries were Richard Witikani, George Churu, Luis Meque and

others. I remember meeting him at the National Gallery in the early 90s and looking with him

at a huge pile of paintings and drawings in the stairwell — they were all BAT students' works

including his. And while we had showed his work at Gallery Delta as a student and while I

sen.sed his desperation to make his way as an artist, it was too early to make the bid. By late

1994 early 1995, his work began to change from renderings of the high-density Mufakose

township to that which involved the myth (as I saw it in the beginning), and becoming bolder

as he sought to find reason for his affliction of cancer from which it had becoine evident he

was suffering. He believed he was the victim of bad spirits and he created imagery and form

and subject in depicting his disease and expressing his feelings — his imaginings, his pain,

his doubts and fears. He underwent four or five operations over a period of three years and

during which time his lower jaw was removed. He fed on liquids. Ishmael knew all the

shades and colours of suffering. I think red was the colour of his pain, green the colour of

depression and yellow fear. His paintings are full of these broad grounds of colour. Blue was

perhaps the colour of hope. They are expressionist, very personal statements full of

turbulence and conflict as he struggled to reconcile himself to his terminal condition. He

fought as long and as best he was able. The titles speak for themselves. Fighting the Disease

is a painting of a warrior on horseback lancing a demon much after St George and the Dragon.

Bearing the Offering is sacrificial. The Darker Side of Life (Hospital). But the bad spirits

kept returning. December of 1997 was a painful and depressing time. The Cannibals, in

different guises, were eating him alive.

And in all this Ishmael, small and slight of stature, was quiet and gentle, long suffering and

uncomplaining. He was very conscientious and responsible. And he was always very

appreciative of the good that came: the opportunities to exhibit and the demand and sales of

his work. He took comfort and satisfaction in his painting. It was, I think, therapeutic for

him. It kept him going. It gave him purpose for being. At the back of a painting. r/;e /?efM/7i

of the S/nril. which he presented to me in 1997. he proudly inscribed the words: '7 am now

what I am." He could easily, with the disfigurement that he suffered, have been stigmatised

and become a recluse. But not Ishmael. He knew happiness with his wife Tabatha— even

when as newly weds they were poor and slept on the floor of their one room lodging at

Mufakose — and with their child. And he came regularly to the gallery, attending openings,

withstanding the stares patiently, and enjoyed being an artist and related to his group. Even

with his illness he was involved and painting until January 1998.

When in February 1 talked to him in hospital, post operation, about a title for his exhibition—
he could hear but not speak — and suggested The Spirit Lives, he gave an emphatic thumbs

up. We were hopeful he would have more time. But his recovery was slow and the tumour

grew quickly again. Ill as he was on the Sunday, the day before he died, his last words to me

in a written note were: "Wishing \oi4 all the best ofgood luck and siicces.sful exhibition." I

know that at the end, difficult as it was for him, he had reconciled himself, young as he was,

to death as being his only exit. He had done and said all he could. Never did I hear him

complain or bemoan his fate. There is, 1 think, in the end. victory for Ishmael because in

bringing the subject and form of his suffering into the light and expressing it. he was able to

confront his affliction, negate his despair and fear, and take comfort in having become a

painter and leaving behind a legacy of his works, potent with meaning and a visible example

of courage and fortitude. He was a fine and brave young man whose spirit, through his life

and work, lives on. He is remembered as an important expressionist painter in the

development of contemporary art in Zimbabwe.

Our sympathy and condolences to Tabatha in her sad loss and our thanks to all members of

the staff of Island Hospice for their advice, counselling, help and care for Ishmael during his

long illness.



Ishmael Wilfred, The Darker Side of Life (Hospital), 1998, 89 x 69cm, mixed media



Opening of Ishmael Wilfred's Exhibition,

National Gallery of Zimbabwe, 15 April 1997,

by Anthony Chennells

(above) Ishmael Wilfred, Land of Evil,

1997, 60 X 40cm, mixed media

(right) Ishmael Wilfred, Living on
Borrowed Time, 1 997, 1 09 x 68cm,
mixed media

There is in Zimbabwe at the moment an

extraordinary emergence of interesting painting

and Ishmael Wilfred's work is an important part of

this. For so many years the worlv of black artists

in particular was dominated by sculpture that

when they turned to the paint medium all sorts of

creative insights were revealed which could not

find expression in stone. ...

A feature of Zimbabwean art by black artists

which has been much commented on is that so

much of the sculpture has been concerned with the

Shona spiritual world, with Shona cosmology. A
reason lies in the history of the development of art

in this country. The first sculptors were

discouraged from using their art to make social

commentary; such an examination could only too

easily have been read as or have in fact been

criticism of the white-controlled state. The

spiritual world was suitably remote from the

political debates in Rhodesia in which the first

sculptures appeared.

One curious consequence of this is that because

Zimbabwean sculpture possessed a spiritual

dimension which owed nothing to Europe, its

authentic African provenance was guaranteed.

Our painting which often does make social

commentaries has been much less highly rated

perhaps because the social commentaries of the

poor have a depressing resemblance to one

another throughout the world.

1 must confess that stone has always seemed to me
to be a rather unsuitable medium to examine the

spiritual which in my conception of it has an

evanescent mstability which defies containment

within so solid a material. I wonder whether this

is not one of the reasons why so much of the

sculpture in which spirit forms appear seems to

lack vitality: I think for example of the ikii-u

which is a popular subject, nzuzti that creature of

water, the medium between those who are living

and the wise ones beneath the water: even 11:11:11

w iih all her watery energy becomes so often in the

sculpture static and monumental.

Certainly I do not often get the feeling when spirits and spirit-possession are sculpted that ihc

resulting forms can move into my life as agents from another realm of being. The

monumental is always detached and self-contained: often removed and remote. What first

struck me about Wilfred's work was its refusal to conceive of the spirit world in monumonlal

terms. And yet Wilfred's art is engaged with the spirit world to the exclusion of anylhing

else. He himself has suffered disabling illness which he knows to be the consequence of

witchcraft. People with great depths of malice towards him have asked w itches to harm him

and much of his art is concerned with their evil powers and his own damaged body which is

the most palpable consequence of an awful process.

Wilfred's art is not an ail which presents a world of gentle, familiar spirits locked into stone

for collectors in Europe and America. This art depicts something much more fearfully

present. Unless we can conceive of a world immanent with c\ il and evil specifically directed

against ourselves, Wilfred's paintings will remain peculiarly clusi\e. If we allow that

dimension of spiritual malice to enter our sense of the real, these paintings will provide us

with a .sen.se of the immediacy of e\il. Barbara Miinay noted (in Cicillcry no 10) the absence

of violence in Wilfred's art for witchcraft does not employ violence and is all the more

frightening for that. Witchcraft is an insidious power and what Wilfred is concerned to paint

is the triumph of barely discernible evil and the fear in which victims of witchcraft have to



live out their lives. The monumental would be entirely out of place in such a

conception of the spiritual world. In witchcraft, it is the furtive, concealed

and private action which has social consequences. It is not surprising then

that in none of the paintings do the figures possess the autonomy of the fully

formed. Instead they hover against their various backgrounds— sometimes

they are almost imperceptible — with all the barely comprehended threat of

figures in a nightmare.

In this conception of reality, spiritual evil is potentially within everything. It

cannot be given a separate existence in stone. In Witchcraft, unusually for this

exhibition, the picture is dominated by a smgle figure which seemed at fir.st

sight to be monumentally present. But in fact the figure both appears against

and is somehow absorbed by its painted context whose reference is to tree-

tops and earth. Witchcraft and the natural world, the natural world and

witchcraft refer backwards and forwards from one to the other.

One of the ways in which Wilfred suggests that witchcraft has power over an

alternative world, like but not quite like our own, is in the figures. The

animals are animals but belong to no identifiable species; the human figures

are not given sexual characteristics; sometimes we cannot tell whether we are

looking at head or skull. We know them as animals or people but nothing in

our expenence allows us to locate them with certainty within more specific

and less genal categories.

Within the painting itself, however, there are other clues to reading Wilfred's

work. Although he is of Malawian origin, his use of colour draws on some of

the colour associations within the Shona belief system. Throughout this

exhibition red is invariably associated with evil. In Land ofEvil the edges of

the painting have the colours of conventional landscape but whatever

landscape is there is fractured by two red heads, one animal, one human and

these seem to belong to a darkness above them. The most important of the

spint mediums are the mediums of spirits who control rain in a particular

area, the mhondoro spirits. David Lan (in Guns and Rain) notes that

whenever "the rituals ofpossession by mhondoro ... take place, the colour red

is absolutely forbidden ... If the mhoiuloro sees [red]... the medium will die." It is not

surprising then that red and the works of witchcraft go together in practically every painting.

In Woman Riding a Hyena, that most conventional figure of a witch, the rider stretches out a

red arm to hold on to the animal's back. The hyena looks rather jovial as one would expect

from an animal so closely involved with witchcraft when it is setting out on its evil course.

Michael Bourdillon (in The Shona Peoples) notes that witches "do not necessarily have any

other reason for killing than the pleasure of doing evil."

The combination of colours which is used to show a world in which people and spirits are in

harmony with one another is black and white. Black and white clothing and bead-work are

the uniform of mediums and since the pnnciple concern of all mediums is the affirmation of

life and fertility, the black and white suggests rain clouds as well as a harmony between

darkness and light, death and life. Sometimes the blue and white uniform of lesser mediums

can also be idenfified in the paintings.

This awareness of the spiritual connotations of black, white and red can be seen throughout

this exhibition. For example in Coming Back to Life, a reference 1 imagine to a body killed

and raised for the purposes of witchcraft, the features of the corpse are drawn in red against

the black body. The risen body, on the other hand, reveals its ambiguity as living person and

witch's familiar by having its features traced in both red and white. Occasionally there seems

to be a break with what I would expect. In Ancestral Spirits (Mudziniu). the body, which is

presumably at the point of death, is riven through with red while the features of the ancestors

are marked in both red and white. This seemingly contradicts the idea that the midzimu hold

black and white in harmony. Perhaps the larger idea is that the artist feels rejected even by his

midzimu and therefore he cannot allow them their customarily benign role in his life.

Throughout the exhibition white features drawn onto black refers to an ordinary person. It is,

however, part of the pathos of Wilfred's vision of life that frequently the price of ordinariness

is to become the victim of spiritual evil. In almost every painting the sinister red figure is

waiting.

My enthusiasm for Ishmael Wilfred's paintings is partly because of their skill. But partly at

least it is because of their courage. They identify, confront, even affront the very forces

whose victim he knows he is. He boldly depicts beings of whom conventionally we would

not even speak except in metaphors. Although his subject is peculiarly horrible, Wilfred's art

has allowed him some sort of power over it. He has placed it; he has defined it. Momentarily

through his painting he is in control.



Ishmael Wilfred, Fighting the

Disease, 1997, 86 x 66cm,

mixed media

Ishmael Wilfred, Limited Time, 1997,

86 X 66cm, mixed media

All photographs by Barbara Murray

Limited time by Barbara Murray

Ishnuicl's paintings are unlike anything previously seen in Zimbabwe. They are a

unique expose of an aspect of African spiritual beliefs which, though not as widely

written about or turned into dogma, are every bit as potent and interpretive as

Christian, Hindu or Moslem beliefs. In 1996 Ishmael said: "I paint because I

want to pass a message on to people about something tiiat tiiey don 't iinow. So

tliat lliev get to l<now what is happening in the world. These paintings are a

warning about evil spirits. They are really there and they really work." His

paintings do indeed teach us about the African interpretation of the power of evil

to distort our lives.

Ishmael did not draw back from his understanding of the truth and his work

succeeds through the strength of vision and emotion that underlies it. His single-

minded desire to express his experience resulted in dynamic compositions of

powerfully evocative colour, line and form. Images cut into each other; borders,

boundaries and ordered perspectives are lost. Spirits, witches, cannibals,

messengers of death and evil, potions and charms, bewitched animals and humans,

tossed up or half-obliterated by virulent colours, possess his paintings.

Among his works is Limited Time in which a disembodied head in saturated red

(overcome by the evil spirits) leans as if irresistibly pushed by lines of force

behind it towards a yellow skull lying on its side. Their separation is only a matter

of time. Between them is a small solid black cross — the mark of death not the

symbol of salvation. A chaos of broad heavy slashes of colour surround these

three icons. But there are two further figures painted in a yellow-orange: a small

head floating above the scene and. between the head and the cross, a figure

emerging from the negative space and which seems to embrace the man. Is this an evil force

drawing him down with its yellow fingers, the small head an evil spirit? In my hopefulness

when I first saw the painting in 1997, 1 wished it to be an intervening spirit, one that could

perhaps prevent his falling towards Death.

Knowing of the attempts elsewhere to overcome cancer through visualisation techniques I

talked to Ishmael of the power of the mind to overcome physical symptoms. When he

returned to Delta the next time he brought with him another painting, Fighting the Disea.ie.

Here the rider is astride the red-as-evil horse. The face

though terrifying is painted in black and white indicative of

the balance of good and evil as described earlier by

Anthony Chennells. The yellow of fear is still central in the

rider's shirt but seems subdued and momentarily receding

into the background with blue more dominant. The fierce

determination of the rider's posture and the raised spear

convey Ishmael's inner courage which he battled to

maintain. But the horse is reined in a particularly Western

style with bridle and saddle, perhaps unconsciously

rendering Ishmael's opinion of my belief in Western

medicine and techniques. The instruments of possible

control are indeed puny compared to the destructive energy

of the rampant red that expresses Ishmael's own African

beliefs.

These are two paintings of immense pathos — one a

meditation on impending, inevitable death, simply, strongly,

movingly portrayed, and the other an expression of the

courageous human spirit fighting even in impossible

circumstances. They are African in their interpretation of

man's confrontation with disease and death, and they cross

the boundaries of culture to sear the mind and heart.

Such paintings renew our awareness of the ability of art to

articulate and communicate a deeply felt understanding of

the realities of our existence, one that transcends individual

belief and one that unites us in our humanity. Ishmael

Wilfred's gift is. I believe, not just to Zimbabwe or Africa

but to the world. His paintings speak to us of integrity and

individuality; of hard work despite overwhelming odds; of

commitment to finding and expressing a personal

understanding. Ishmael was indeed an original artist and a

gentle hero — one whose life is deeply etched in the story

of Gallery Delta and Zimbabwean art.



One of Africa's most

highly regarded artists,

Antonio Ole,

was in Harare recently.

He spoke to Barbara

Murray about his work

Searching for
Barbara Murray: Antonio, let's start at the

beginning— were you bom in Angola?

Antonio Ole: Yes, I was bom in Angola but

I also studied in primary school in Portugal.

My family is half Portuguese, half Angolan,

so I have both. It's not easy. I feel very

much linked with the place where I was bom
— in all of the formation, all of the things I

captured with my eyes. Angola was

particularly important. But I picked up also

many things from Portuguese culture. That

is also part of me. I am not refusing

anything. I try keep my mind very open, all

the time, instead of being closed. The world

is so big. I develop some things which I

recognise come from Portugal but the most

important things in my development come

particularly from Africa, from Angola.

BM: Your work is very much an exploration

of conditions in Africa and the impact of

colonialism.

AG: Well, colonialism, it's what I capture.

Most of the middle-class families in Angola

many times they don't show what they think.

But almost everybody believed that one day

Angola should be independent, try to find its

own way, its own identity and people knew

the many injustices of the colonial situation.

Myself as a kid going to high school, people

from my generation, everybody knew what

happened in the rural areas. It was sort of

retention of the African culture. Portugal

never allowed African people to have

education. So I could see all these things

around and recognise in which way I wanted

to go. Naturally, people in school were

complaining and talking subversively and

many times I wanted to read books that we
were not allowed. In some way I had a

Antonio Ole, Margem da Zona Limite,

1995, Installation (detail)

left-wing education, reading marxism, and it

was important then but I could not follow it

anymore. For the development of my own

voice it was important.

The society was very unbalanced. I don't

mean that today it is not unbalanced also ...

but these are all stories taking too long to

settle down. All this dust. All this pain.

Maybe in 1975 I was more political in my
work, more linked with politics, but I am
refusing very much this using politics in art.

Art has the freedom to go further in other

directions, searching for horizons and

variety. Art is particularly about light. I say

this metaphorically, light is very important,

in different levels of communication. When

I paint, and I do a lot of paintings every year.

I am always searching for light. Sometimes

contrasts. Soinetimes open windows, open

gates. Light is behind the way I look at

things. If you study a tree, it is the light

which gives the form, and makes it clear or

obscure, makes it more transparent in the

way we look at things and people.

BM: I have not seen any of your paintings.

Did you start with painting?

AG: Yes, when I was a kid in high school, I

had a professor who loved so much Picasso,

Braque, Cubism, that in a way he introduced

it to me. it was his influence. I could relate

to it immediately because Picasso had

picked up already from African art. In my
early days I was doing something close to

the experimental cubist experience. But after

this period I was also interested by American

pop art. As a kid I was a comic-book reader,

all the time, and at that moment I found it

interesting using the structure of the comic-

book, as a narrative way. and putting my



own story inside. It was why I started being

noticed. People around Luanda said, "Oh

there is a new artist coming on, and he is

iisinf; colour and he tries to do some

narratives and to introduce some strange

and ironic stories on colonialism."

I wanted to be an architect but, at that time,

there was political turmoil in the universities

and I was waiting to get in when my aunt

told me, "Listen. I saw already your name in

the listfor the military." And this was a

very difficult moment. I didn't know what

to do. Some of my friends started being

involved with MPLA clandestine

movements and were sent to France and so

on. For me. I am not very courageous, and I

preferred going to Angola again and I was in

the military force for a few years.

BM: As a soldier?

AO: Not as a soldier I was not going to the

bush. I didn't want to be like Rambo and I

was not selected to go to the bush. It was

about one year and a half before 25 April in

Portugal, the revolution, and after that time

all those in the military were out. I was very

lucky being out of the army in just over one

year and a half. Then, at that moment, I had

a few exhibitions in Luanda.

BM: In small galleries or Where?

AO: We had once in a year a modernist

salon in Luanda for artists from Portugal,

Angola and Mozambique. It was Luanda

Day, they had a huge exhibition with the

most prominent artists from what they called

Portugal ullramarino. Portugal overseas.

And I was awarded once in this phase of

comic style drawings. I was using a lot of

irony, sarcasm, because you had to use

ambiguity to communicate. If you did

something very clear against the Portuguese

or colonial system you would be in jail

immediately so you had to use sarcasm, this

sort of ambiguous discourse to put your

ideas across. I was doing large drawings

about the use of the contraceptive pill and

joking about the pope refusing to let people

use it. It was very ironic this drawing, very

powerful. But a .sort of women's movement

linked with the colonial society were having

a ball in the building where the jury was

selecting. The jury decided to give me the

award and these fashionable ladies, they

came, curious to see, and when they saw my
painting they said, "Oh this is insulting to

God, to the church." And my painting that

had gained the award was banned. There

was a tremendous brouhaha. The

newspapers talking etc. I was only 17 and

suddenly I felt very important.

But everything was changing and I was

particularly thinking what my art was about

in this new Angola that was coming. At this

time I was more into graphic art, book

| n covers, illustrating books and also I was a

(above and right) Antonio Ole, Canoa Quebrada, 1994-95,

Margem da Zona Limite installation (details)

movie buff until that time, writing about

film, reviews, critiques. I love very much

photography. I was using a camera, black

and white, and I made an application to

Angolan television and I was included in the

team for the new television. Suddenly I was

travelling around filming things linked

particularly with cultural subjects, in those

areas where transitions go so fast and if you

don't fix the history it will disappear. It was

very important for me, discovering this

medium. The communication is faster. I

started knowing my country better.

At a certain level I was also discovering that

the art 1 had produced before was more

linked with European art. This was the

reason I stopped painting because I thought,

"/ have to do my own reflection about what

is happening now." And when I was

travelling with my tllm crew, shooting

documentaries, I was picking up aspects

from the traditional side and that was very

unportant. 1 didn't want to repeat the things

from tradition. But 1 want to have the

impact of tradition on my own work and

then let this tradition come more alive in the

things 1 do, in a modem way.

I had discovered film by just picking up a

camera and 1 decided this time 1 had to have

a decent training. I went to visit some

friends in California and then I was admitted

Id the UCLA film school and African studies

centre as a visiting scholar. So 1 spent two

years at UCLA and then 1 made a film about

Louisiana, Afro-American culture, the

mardigras, the ghettos. Later I was admitted

lo another school for directors in the

American Film Insiiiulc. I was still painting

and travelling.

BM: Was your painting at the time

influenced by America?

AO: People say now, "Oh. when you were

in America your painting was so colourful"

etc. In 1985, in California, it was very

graphic and I used colour for impact. But,

as you know I deal more with traditional

iconographies. I am not so much into

realism. I prefer that my mind flows freely

and soaks up the angles of the

subsconscious.

BM: What differences did you find

between painting and film as artistic media?

AO: I think there are a lot of links, in the

way you look at things, the way you put the

camera, the way you use light, colour, forms,

the way you conceptualise, a long shot or

clo.se up. This is the aesthetics, the things I

leiu^ned from the ail side.

1 don't like to put too many boundaries.

This is the reason 1 am using so many media

or ways of expression. And 1 like it this

way. In this moment of almost going into

another century, there are no longer artists

specialised in one thing. There is much

more freedom to pick up elements and use

them in your work.

I am very eclectic in terms of what 1 see as

art. Materials, I can choose different

materials and I really have a tremendous

appetite touching so many different

materials, from paper, very fragile materials

like watcrcolours, collage, to steel, even

e\entually heavy industrial stuff.

1 don't want to put boundaries. Many times



1 produce artwork against the work I

produced before, just to provoke

transformation. Nobody discovers anything.

People sometimes say, "Oh this is my way

ami I tun f>oing to follow this until..." I

really don't believe this. We are trying to

find different ways in this modem world.

We can incorporate this information ... I

don't care where this information comes

from ... but all this could be very important

and decisive in your process of working.

This is the reason I also started using video

images. It is very up-to-date, a very

mainstream thing, but. you can use video in

so many ways. They are the modem way.

People get more interested when they see

something on a screen, it's very attractive.

And because 1 have a past as a film-maker. I

use my little camera to pick up images that

could be very important in the process of

communicating some ideas.

BM: You included video in your

installation for the Johannesburg biennale in

1995.

AO: Yes, I was in Luanda, at a terrible

moment in our history, after the elections in

'92. We had tremendous turmoils and. I am

such suffering, so much pain around,

influenced me a lot to produce this piece

which I called Margein da Zona Limite. It

was some sort of apocalyptic look at things.

I was using first of all the environmental

aspects of the ghettos and the poor

townships, using materials like corrugated

iron, creating a sort of aquarium, and then

using photography, using the geographic

aspect that is the water and the ocean,

because ocean in the past represented the

medium of the trade in slaves and water is

used in a metaphoric way also. I grew up in

Luanda, on the Atlantic and there are some

islands. I started to go to these islands to be

very quiet and I began to collect found

objects and started creating icons,

iconographic .sculptures linked with mystical

aspects of .society. Everything was

developed in Luanda, it is very much linked

with the place. The video of the water was

to make it more calm, more introspective, to

help people relate to the geographic aspects

and also then to the mystical aspect.

BM: And the birds?

AO: That bird is very common in Luanda.

BM: They seem very threatening.

not a political artist but. what happens

around my place, my neighbourhood, my
country, my region, is important and I

capture these aspects and incorporate them.

That time I was not very optimistic about

what was going on in my country. We had

already 20 years of independence and not

much change — poverty around, people

beaten, this violence in the townships, the

people dying like animals— and seeing

AO: Well sometimes we get frightened

looking at birds but this bird is in the

fishermen's community where I work. It is

probably more of good luck and nothing

dealing with fear. Also these birds came

from the museum that was being destroyed.

This building was in terrible shape with the

rains coming in and some of the animals,

stuffed animals, were going to trash because

the water had made them rotten. Now it is

okay, the Museum of Natural History. I

knew the director and I said, "Oh I need two

birds. WJiy you don V give me two birds?"

He said, "No problem, you can take them."

So there I have real stuffed birds from a

museum. Also I used photographs of

fishermen in the neighbourhood.

BM: What about the bricks?

AO: A brick is something that is linked with

a growing society, with better living, and it

never happens. This is a boat that is never

going to travel anymore. As if I have an

idea to build something and then the boat

gets stuck, the boat is broken. There is no

hope anymore, it is stuck in some place, no

constmction. no development.

BM: And the bundles of government

papers'

AO: This is colonial staff, things that I

found on the streets. The new authorities,

instead of putting all these documents from

the police, the reports whatever, in the

archives, they put them in the trash. I have

piles in my stadio and sometimes I use the

documents as a background, glueing it for

collage, or for wrapping something.

Particularly it is a link again with the

colonial past.

BM: The other part of the Margem da Zona

Limite was like a shrine.

AO: Yes. I wanted to put it in a more

mythical way. So people feel that here is

another area but there is a connection. I

wanted a place where people could be very

quiet, and take time to see these pages of

somebody's diary, and these boxes, inside a

shrine, with candles. And also. I opened a

window with the projection of a light inside,

light again, the form in the obscurity.

BM: What other installations have you

been working on?

AO: After following some aspects linked

with our history, there is a project which I

have been working on already two years. It

is the same subject as the second

Johannesburg biennale. trade routes, looking

also at slavery, the aspect nobody wants to

talk about. There is a city on the coast in

Angola called Benguela where the cold

current takes its name. It is one of the cities

linked with the slave trade. I discovered a

huge colonial place, built centuries ago

when Portugal was under Spanish

domination, and from the archives I found

that from there slaves were sent to other

continents. At the beginning of the century

this building was renovated and made bigger

and it became the customs house. So it is

the trade route of all products: bodies,

copper, salt, live people.

I started digging in the archives, reading i -i
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books, picking up images, rephotographing

things, and tlien I started developing a

project linked with trade routes. There is

such an amount of interesting work that I

decided to show different stages in different

countries. In Lisbon first of all, and I

showed it in Grahamstown, and then to

Joburg, to Jerusalem, and to the last biennale

in Cuba. My idea is to have the biggest

exhibition, having all the material together.

in Benguela. the place where the project was

bom.

— so many from China, from Africa, others

from Cuba, a few from Brazil, Thailand. It

was a heavy package. The first day 2000

people came. The press gave full coverage,

the critiques were very good. That curator is

one of the curators of the next biennale in

Dakar so he is sending the boxes.

But I am not doing the installation the same

way. You have to look very carefully at all

these objects, photographs. So it is the same

pieces but another set-up in Dakar and

BM: Are you going to be exhibiting in the

biennale in Senegal this year?

AO: My work which is in Germany with the

curator of the House of World Cultures in

Berlin is going to Senegal. We were last

year involved in an interesting show. In the

beginning they tried to call it The Rest of the

World. I really hated the idea of being in a

show of this title and everybody started

complaining. The reason this exhibition

happened is because in Germany they

organised one of the biggest exhibitions ever

seen on Western modem art— Picasso to

Comell, Damien Hurst, all the most famous.

What they forgot — this globalisation is a

word— but they forgot the other artists in

the world that are trying to keep alive so

then they organised another one for the 'rest

of the world' . But in the end they called it

the other modem artists, or the other

modernists.

It was very interesting. We were 30 artists

eventually building something because I

love building things. You cannot repeat

things. For instance the township wall, I

made it in Luanda, it was the first time I

built it. And then in Johannesburg it came

out in another way, in London it was another

way. And in the United States at the Detroit

Institute of Art I made it finally in another

way ... so I don't want anymore to think

about this piece ! But I try all the time to

create some sort of environmental thing. I

prefer to create a sort of texture that my
pieces could fit, instead of making it in a

very shiny room.

BM: What do you see as the difference

between modem art in Africa and modem art

in the rest of the world?

AO; I think most African artists

compromise their efforts of trying to keep

their traditions alive. Many times the way

they do it is not very clear Many times their

work goes in the direction of the interest of

somebody that wants to buy 'exotic' work.

And this is what I really disagree with. I am
not interested at all. But in general tenns

some of the most interesting artists are,

okay, picking up things from the traditional

side but trying to develop something that

could adjust this modem world, and maybe

it is one way that I am interested in working

with.

I am not saying that I am refusing my
traditions, no, but I am not repeating the

same things. There are inner, deep things

that I am interested in, specifically the

spiritual. Spirituality is disappearing in

African society, especially in the urbanised

areas, and I think that we have to do

something. This is the most rich thing that

we have in our continent. The influence of

the Western world is destroying a lot of

things — it is hke a cyhnder, a huge

cylinder, that comes slowly and then you

don't find anything left.

One of the reasons that I started using a

camera in 1975 was because I thought it was

really important to capture things that were

in terrible change, in those revolutionary

days when they tried to introduce the

modern that could not fit in an African

society. I don't mean only the marxist

system. Capitalism many times is very wild

and violent. People have terrible problems

dealing with it.

On a certain level the art I am producing is

very provocative. I see ... okay ... that they

start industrialisation but they don't look

carefully at the social issues. They don't

care. They want to become rich and that's it.

And you see what silly governments we

have around. I'm not specifying one

country but generally the administration is

terrible and people are given worse than the

colonial times. We say that we have

independence but you look around and we

have so much poverty. And this is real,

something so real that I cannot escape. I am

trying in my work to put it in another way.

It is not a repetition of reality. I am using

things that are much involved in our society

but I try to provoke people. Maybe

somebody could say this is political but ...

But to go to your question again. Naturally

there are a lot of artists that have to survive,

carve stones or carve wood because they

know they can sell it. This is terrible

because it goes into cliches and is empty

inside; not even ritualistic objects. No, it is

just that somebody wants these sort of exotic

things and it is possible to sell them. This is

causing a lot of nonsense. For instance I

know that in Zimbabwe all these Shona

sculptures are becoming so boring because it

is a question of survival. I saw a few artists

here that are really doing a nice job, like

Tapfuma Gutsa who is really picking up

from his own traditions and trying to put this

in a modem contemporary way. I am not i o



saying Tapfuma is the model. But tlie way I

see the Shona sculpture, it is repetitive,

nothing new coming, and the important

things are escaping.

BM: Yes those sculptors don't develop.

They tend to stick to one medium. They

don't push beyond existing ideas.

AO: A long time ago when I was wanting to

study architecture, I was using my camera to

observe transformations in township houses.

I was working on some walls, a month later

AO: 1 think so. Because my art is always

very provocative. If you just put the beauty

on the wall, it's alright, I have nothing

against it. I myself do so many hundreds of

watercolours and oils every year and

sometimes people say, "Oh I love this piece.

I want to have it in my room, in my house."

But when your ambition is in terms of

finding a real subject, to develop something.

1 have the freedom to do, to use. 1 don't care

about selling an installation. For instance,

the township wall was sold. I was not

expecting to sell things coming directly from

there was some change. And this is where

my township wall came from. I was

observing the way poor people in the most

miserable conditions can use aesthetics in

the way they build things. They combine

materials, and you find some architectural

solutions in the most miserable environment.

Society puts in the trash a lot of things and

people pick them up again so they can build

a decent house and for me this is also

aesthetics linked with poverty. They live in

the most terrible conditions but they can do

something nice, even using bottle tops

painted with a little colour and suddenly

some shiny spot in the middle. Naturally my
hope is that people have a decent house. But

in Luanda the townships are like a labyrinth.

My object is to help people to think about

this, to do some change maybe.

BM: Do you think your art helps people to

"I

A change?

the trash to a mu.seum, but, on a certain

level, 1 think it helps people reflect on reality

and what's around.

1 think artwork is a very open thing in terms

of meaning, in terms of the way you use

forms. You show new forms to the public

and this provokes things in the public,

naturally. I have nothing against these artists

that have these marvellous colours but I

cannot relate too much in this direction. 1

prefer lo work with more alive things.

Al a workshop in Namibia in December last

year, I started to do two works, raw canvas,

developing something, a triptych with

natural pigments, raw canvas, burning, an

exit, a Portuguese colonial gate which is part

of my culture too. I loved working on this

piece. Torn canvas, collage of canvas, it

became very thick with glue and acrylic gel.

I made also a piece on wood with windows

and bulbs inside, the glass is not very

transparent, with objects behind. I was

working with a blow torch and I discovered

the markings, the nerves of the wood.

It was only one week, such short lime. I

would like to have three weeks but they said

impossible so I had to work fast. I started

building a cross, from an electrical post,

linked to industrialisation but in the middle

of nowhere, the desert, linked also with

Catholic and traditional African culture,

abstract but concrete because the objects

exist there. Dealing with light. All the

windows are of glass but here is a thin piece

of marble and when you put the light on you

see the markings in the stone, it's very

beautiful. It is made all with found objects,

very experimental. Not that I was thinking,

"Oh fust I have to have a meaning." I was

rehearsing things. I was combining. At a

certain level it becomes mysterious, all these

windows with lights inside.

BM: How do you work most often?

AO: Many times I prefer not having too

many sketches. Go to a work, straight ahead

and then develop. I don't know why the art

comes out. I prefer it when I have the

possibility to experiment, it's lucky. A lot of

readings on Zen help me to develop things

from emptiness, the sense of emptiness,

already then you are touching something

very radical.

1 don't do much censorship. I just prefer

that my mind can flow. Sometimes an idea

comes out suddenly when I start collecting

things. Normally when you collect found

objects in isolated places you look at these

objects and then suddenly you discover the

way you are using them, in which form you

are developing these objects, putting them

together.

In this photograph, these things with masks

are about people without any freedom at all

but here in the centre is an exit, a door that is

open, with no horizon, it's an emptiness.

But the door is open and that is linked with

more mystical aspects.

BM: This is beautiful. Vigia.

AO: This piece I like very much. It look me

three weeks of working because I had never

worked with marble before and then 1 just

wanted something very precise and 1 made

this window. I like very much the veins of

the stone. It is minimal - a window.

BM: 1 hear you are planning a workshop in

Angola next year.

AO: Yes, the image of Angola is not many

limes positive: war, refugees, people killed.

1 am sick of these things. 1 wanl to show

people Angola in another way. We are

Iryinn lo recover from destruction but



culture is always in the last position in the

queue. Every year when they do the budget,

culture is in the inost remote position. But

artists can grow faster than politicians. It is

much better a good exhibition of art than a

good speech of a politician. Many times

they are talking about nonsense. Well

maybe this workshop will help to give

another image of my country, not only in

Africa but internationally. This is my target

We are struggling to change.

(left) Antonio Ole, Deep South, 1996,

installation

(right) Antonio Ole, Margem da Zona
Limite, 1995, installation (detail)

All photographs from Antonio Ole

Retrospectiva 1967-1997



Members of the Zimbabwe

Association of Art Critics

investigate some individual

works of art

Linda Chipunza writes:

Four rows of steel grass mounted on steel holders the shape of

railway sleepers make for all of Juliet Copperi's artistic presentation

simply entitled Grasslands.

The ensemble is made up of a special and systematic arrangement

of tall savannah type grass. It is being blown by some imaginary

south-easterly winds forcing the grass to bow gently. In the rear it

appears to bear the brunt of the strong winds and is therefore

shorter, changing in height at a steady gradient up to one metre.

A lamp, placed diagonally at one edge of the dais upon which the

sculpture stands, casts shadows silhouetted on the white wall in the

background making larger visions of the real.

Where Copperi could have used realia. she has chosen to use steel

as her medium, an unusual and yet highly effective mode. The

careful placement of the two rows of four and two rows of five

grass stems, equidistant from the next all along the four rows,

presents a continuous flow of open energy and yet at the same time,

there is a certain degree of majestic tranquillity about it. The

continuity of lines, the neatness and exactitude of the model induce

a feeling of peace, order and serenity which nurtures deep thoughts

and allows for a moment of reflection into a journey of the

metaphysical. For me. Psalm 103. 15-16, acquired a new visionary

meaning:

"Asfor us, our life is like grass. We grow andflourish like a wild

flower and then the wind blows on it. and it is gone — no one sees it

again."
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Juliet Copperi,

Grasslands, 1997, metal



Derique Muchena writes:

On Tuesday the 3 1st of March I find myself at Gallery Delta, in

much the same way as I had appeared in church on the Sunday —
spiritual propulsion. The event is the launch of the Graphics Group

Exhibition '98 featuring some 24 artists displaying work in multiple

disciplines. It is impressive— virtual food for the soul and spiritual

upliftment.

Among the abstracts. I am overwhelmed by the two Thakor Patel's.

They are huge with a similar ground design, except that one is a pale

purple and the other delicately yellow ochre. The surface is a fluid

pattern of slowly descending ripples which give a muted texture that

is easy on the eye. Then there are the lines, subtle in terms of impact

but effectively segmenting the format into long thin vertical panels.

Entitled Prison and Thirsty Child Born Under The Tree respectively,

they are purely abstract works with an intriguing choice of themes.

Prison features five thin vertical rectangular shapes in a row, made

by cutting away strips of the beautiful pale purple ground to reveal a

coarser brown canvas. Another rectangle of red fabric lies

horizontally across two of the five, stuck on with glue and stitching

added. Below this scene, a laige circle, described by a neat line of

small holes punched into the canvas with a squared instrument,

encompasses a dot— a red button that has four lines radiating from

it. These lines effectively segment the circle into quads and, a

distance outside the circle, seem to fade rather than stop, implying

perpetual continuance perhaps. The last paragraph in this story is a

length of yam— pardon the pun— but quite literally so. It appears

to be held down by diagonal stitching of yellow and blue threads.

The whole composition is then bounded by a bold stitchline which is

conspicuously discontinued towards each of the four comers of the

canvas.

My post mortem for this piece is quite straightforward, barring my
initial dead-end theory that the row of rectangular shapes represent

prison bars and which is disappointing in its failure to yield equally

credible literal inteipretations of the other symbols. It is pmdent

therefore to subscribe to a less literal line of thought. Thus the five

bars may be people who by the static nature of their depiction and

arrangement are symbolic of our society's politically governed

freedoms .so that even though three are free-.standing, they are still

curtailed, and the bound two, more hideously incarcerated.

Likewise the dot at the centre of the menacing circle is static, held

inanimate by the lines whose incalculable origins are disturbing to

say the least. The pathetic dot is akin to a fly in a spider's web. A
smile begins to form on my lips as I conclude my theory by drawing

a comparison between the dot at the centre of the circle and the line

held down by diagonal hatching — the dot is small, singular, and

thus intimidated by the dominating size of its oppressors, whereas

the line is bold and long and threatens its subjugators.

The discontinued boundary to the whole canvas possibly relates to

the infringements on human and other liberties imposed by global

legislature, highlighting the rationality gaps that exist, if only to

show their iniquity.

My smile fades however as I contemplate the Tliirsty Child Bon}

Under The Tree. I have no illusions about this piece. At pains to

tune into Thakor's frequency, I imagine myself let loose among

canvas, needles, sticks, razors, yam, glue, crayons, buttons, a mler

and some two colours of paint, with a desire to chronicle the birth of

a thirsty child under a tree. I realise that by no amount of abstraction

could my limited experience conceive such an arrangement as the

artist has created. Maybe I am just unfamiliar with the symbolism

— drat! I rather suspect, nay, conclude that I would merely exhaust

the paint on a composition of a tree, a desert and an abandoned

newbom.

Hill-

Thakor Patel, Prison, 1997-98,

181 X 120cm, mixed media

(and details)
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Chiedza Musengezi writes:

Sunday Afternoon, which won for Bulelwa Madekurozva the Mobil

Overall Award of Distinction for Painting at the 1997 Heritage

Exhibition, is a work of great force and impact. It depicts easily

recognisable figures of authority displaying an intimacy and depth of

feeling that transgresses the viewer's expectations. The painting is a

visual articulation of the conflict between authority and civic rights,

.societal expectations or gender stereotyping and personal needs. It is

enticing, pleasing and yet startling.

The composition of the painting is well designed, clean and

uncluttered with hardly any background to distract the viewer's eye

from the nearly life-sized male police officers who are relaxing

while on duty in full uniform at their workplace. The artist has

placed the two figures in such a way that the painting works like a

close-up snapshot. The viewer cannot distance him.self/herself from

the painting but is immediately drawn into it. The absence of

margins encourages the viewer's eye to travel into the scene, close to

the two figures which almost merge into a single outline— there is

no chance of the eye slipping through.

The unity of the composition is reinforced by the overlapping faces

of the officers, entwined fingers, and the abundance of V shapes, for

example: the arms of both officers, the young officer's bent knee, the

neckline of the senior officer's uniform. The overall unity

emphasises the intimacy of the relationship, a type which we do not

know exists for certain within Zimbabwe's uniformed forces but one

which has been widely acknowledged among uniformed forces in

other parts of the world especially the West. Perhaps the presence of

this painting in itself serves to some extent as evidence attesting to

the existence of such relationships. Are artists not our Truth

Commission after all?

Light from the top right-hand comer illuminates the figure of the

young beardless officer. The painter has bared parts of him. His

unbuttoned shirt which has slipped at the shoulder and the unzipped

trousers expose parts of his beautiful body. Madekurozva seems to

be celebrating the beauty of flesh and the human body, and she

knows exactly which parts to highlight to achieve the desired effect.

It is the young officer that grabs the viewer's attention. The older

officer, his age suggested by the moustache and the bold and

confident look on his face, emerges from the darkened top left

corner The painter has placed him in such a way that he looks as if

he if bringing the young officer forward, enwrapped in his feelings,

for the viewers to see. The senior officer's face seems to support this

point. He is looking directly at the viewer with an air ol pride and

manipulation. Through thoughtful design and skilful use of light and

dark, the artist has infused her work with meaning.

if we remain prisoners of gender who categorise human attributes

and feelings into feminine and masculine we risk preventing

ourselves from becoming individual persons with real human

attributes? Here is a painter whose work is about transcending the

conventions of tradition, going beyond the stereotypes con-strucled to

inhibit personal and individual qualities.

Madekurozva's arrangement of tonal values shows that she is an

experienced painter with practice in achieving colours, knows the

right proportions to mix to attain the range of wann greys and

browns, a faithful reproduction of the colour of the uniform. The

browns have been precisely varied to enable the viewer to discern

the shiny brown of the brass-coated buttons as well as the beautiful

browns of the African skin.

Sunday Afternoon leaves the viewer full of admiration for the

painter's skilful composition and subtle sense of colour harmonies

but its bold message leaves us ill at ea.se. It is a painting that urges

us to re-examine our traditional notions about human feelings and

individual needs.

With bare skin as a symbol for heightened sensitn ity. Bulelwa

Madekurozva presents us with a young man whose body and face

talk about feelings. Sensuous, tender, accepting, intimate,

vulnerable, the young man demonstrates his capacity to open up to

love. He has unburdened himself of the traditional masculine

training of disallowing feelings such as the ones listed above which

I Q are usually viewed as feminine. Could this be a gentle reminder that

Bulelwa Madekurozva, Sunday Afternoon,

1997, 107 X 79cm, oil on canvas



Gerry Dixon, The Last Parrot, 1998, 178 x 50 x 38cm, mixed media

Gerry
Dixon
the last parrot

Gillian Wright shares her insights into

the multi-faceted sculptures recently

on exhibition at Gallery Delta

This show excited enthusiastic critiques which, however, were

characterised by the usual focus on the artist's "self-deprecating and

wicked", "bizane" and "contradictoi^" humour In The Last Parrot

one might assume that Dixon had made an image of himself as that

small, raucous black bird, but it is an image of the image people

have of him. (The floor of the cage is an old record of Through the

Looking Class.) Uncomfortable with his irony and unfamiliar

creations, and not sure what to do with their laughter, people have

tended to encage Dixon in various categories: eccentric, beatnik, ex-

druggie, or individualist. Or he is consigned to a Dada or Surrealist

box— safely into a time-warp — thus removing any requirement to

take him seriously.

Parrots are kept in cages to amuse people but they belong in forests.

They include weird, spine-chilling jungle noises in their repertoire of

imitated speech which so enchants us. The witty idea in the title of

each work, which seems to encapsulate what Dixon is saying, is

what we hear the old parrot in the comer rasping out. We feel at

home with its derisive tone, with its wise-cracks. I would contend

that there are subtlety, music, deep levels of meaning to be slowly

savoured after the initial crazy impact of each work has been

sustained.

The parrot installation uses humdrum found objects, suspended in an

upside-down hanging basket. 'Hanging' and 'basket' both resonate.

The ready-made stand bears an ironic label: "A Majestic Product"

which is the brand name of a factory-made thing, ironically not

given to the original work. The deliberately grotty workmanship of

the panot and cage floor is an image too of the low esteem in which

Gerry Dixon is generally held, and possibly of the public perception

of the weakness of the voice which pleads for compassion and

ecological values in this era which is dominated increasingly by a

purely economic world-view.

I would say that Dixon's theme, far from being a solipsistic romance

with his own sense of humour, is about being in touch with our

sensory nature and spirituality, and with our environment. His

belonging both to traditional cultures and the post-modem is evident

in his concepts, his use of artificial resins and modem machinery for

instance, while respecting the ancient material, wood. It is there in

the dedicated craftmanship devoted to the work whose subjects

reflect contemporary or prophetic thinking.

This arduous making of the special object which bears the aura of

something .set aside (as in 'holy' object or 'art' object) is politically

incoiTect in a milieu where the artist, like everyone else, is expected

to obey market forces, mass production and identification with big

brand names. On Borrowdale vlei is a billboard bearing the stunning

mantra "Leadership Through Products" (in bad lettering).

Development there has forced the Zion congregations in their lovely
19
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(above and right) Gerry

Dixon, Brain Heart, 1998,

25 X 9 X 14cm, wood

(below and right) Gerry

Dixon, The Last Slice,

1998, 60 x 14 X 11cm, wood

v

gannents to worship right by the road with blasts of filthy exhaust

fumes in their faces. Some incense! Yes, "oul here in tlie Harare

suburbs / we 're battlinf>" as Dixon says in his Last Parrot poem.

Daily, if you look and think, your heart breaks again.

Brain Heart is one of the most impressive sculptures. Arresting,

macabre, ingenious, as if holy, and utterly beautiful. A gnarled hand

of ebony driftwood emerges from a carefully botched hunk of wood,

stained to look like old meat. It holds up half of a convoluted

ancient-looking brain or heart-shaped knot of wood.

A section through the shape's centre reveals a heart-shaped plane,

stained crimson and finely polished. The heart's secret is laid bare

with the life-lines of the wood evident and an archipelago of small

dark stains with darker edges towards the top. They grew there,

within, like scars that never heal, imprints that are never era.sed. The

sculpture tells you that it makes perfect sense for the brain to reveal

itself as the heart, the seat of compassion. The back is a venerable

brain, familiar, old as mankind, moist-looking, with a dark powdery

roughness. There is glowing green moss on it— paint or

vegetative? This organic mysteriousness, palpability, denies the dry

rationalist's brain. The deep black hole between the two lobes at the

crown breathes a gothic creepiness.

There is horror in the brain-heart cut in half, exposed, open. Ezekiel

1 1 V 19 (God speaking) gives an account of an equally grisly

operation: "/ will take the stony heart out of theirflesh, and I will

give them a heart offlesh." Other translations say "an obedient

heart". One that obeys the promptings of a truly intelligent 'open'

brain perhaps? "Stony heart" we now might take as an image also of

the legacy of the negative influences on Christendom which have

insisted upon the cerebral attitude divorced from the emotional,

instinctual and especially sexual. This rejection of heart-thought

exerts a powerful and imperial influence in modern global economic

practice. Projects based on false or partial suppositions are

elaborated with sterile elegance and too often discarded is the

humanitarian concern, regarded as emotive and therefore .somehow

contaminated.

The purity of Brain Heart 's vision might point to faith in love as the

dynamic of truth, if we may accept the valentine symbol at face

value. Heart is face in the work. "Beauty is truth, truth beauty that

is all ye know on earth and all ye need to know." (John Keats: Ode

on a Grecian Urn). "On earth' is the relevant qualification, for all

our knowledge depends on our senses. We know with our bodies.

We respond to other bodies, animate or, as in sculpture, inanimate.

Dixon's sculptures are an invitation to feast thought-wise, heart-wise

and sense-wise.

The Last Slice is delicious in its matt pinkness and roundness. Its

wrinkling bark edge delicately opposes the flatness of its planes and

straight edge. The viewer melts with laughter It is erotic in its

evocation of that desire to be the one who gets to possess, devour,

the last and most precious slice; political in its reference to the Third

Worid as the last prize of economic imperialism.

The cake image appears also in Duck Off with Slice, but here it is

made less appetising. It looks ersatz, but loaded with goodies. The

figure, which is quick in its outline especially, is apprehended in the

act of cunning theft, illicit possession. Its eyes are worthless cents

— vision is blinded by money. 'Cents' puns on "sense". The work

becomes for the viewer an internalised image which is recalled in

situations where individuals we know are sudden in their greed while

instant in subterfuge. The humour gratifies, calms the sense of

outrage. This false creature's surface is carefully bedaubed, masking

the inner grain which in other works acts as a revelation of inner

quality. Yet one identifies with the trickster, feeling a perverse

affection for him — he makes off with the prize anyhow, he is the

winner
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(below) Gerry Dixon,

Duck Off Witti Slice, 1998,

120 X 36 X 32cm, mixed media

(right) Gerry Dixon, Escalator,

1998, approx 400 x 65 x 57cm,

wood, resin, cement

Both these worics contain discourse about how we receive, interact

with, consume art; while directing critical attention to the slice or

section device, which exposes the inner growth patterns of the wood

and which lets the beholder into the unity of living stuff within the

design and form of the work.

Dixon is often called a Dadaist. The Dada artists adopted a cult of

the irrational (better termed anti-rationalist) in order to disrupt pubhc

complacency and acceptance of traditional values. 1 think there are

elements of this in his work but his respect for craftsmanship and

technique, use of particularly Christian cultural symbols and

reference to ancient and classical images and values deny this label.

Dixon shares with Duchamp an intellectual approach, shock tactics,

fondness for the pun. The pun extended to physical form fuses

disparate ideas, unleashing mental and spintual energy. Also 1 see

his use of the section as a development or variant of Duchamp's

exploitation of the window ("fenestration" ) as the mechanism and

metaphor of seeing and reflecting. Dixon slices right through and

into the object which he has invested with life, so that our seeing is

often accompanied by terror— when the wood is made to resemble

flesh our seeing seems to depend on a violent act. When the wood is

"wood' it is a door of perception within a wooden form. Usually it is

the section which owns the finest attention to surface staining and

polishing. It relea.ses the mner secret, gratifies us with special

knowledge. In personal relationships allowing another to witness

one's private feelings demands the acceptance of vulnerability

(woundableness). References to this potential wounding recur in his

images of weaponry and cut or maimed flesh.

However. Dixon's similanty to Duchamp is limited. Duchamp refers

principally to critical intellectual ideas in rather dehumanised

impersonal forms; his treatment of sexuality and gender issues has

incisive wit and devastating objectivity. Dixon's humour is more

humane and more like Claes Oldenburg's in its sense of fun and

gusto. His artistic and social intentions have been so shaped by his

engagement with the ideas of Josef Beuys that he should be

classified— if classification helps understanding of him— with

Beuys rather than back with the Dadaists. even though Beuys has an

affinity with them.

Escalator is the focal work. It is monumental, almost reaching the

ceihng, mesmerising with its repeated polished red cut-flesh sections

juxtaposed with the roughness of triangles of grey bark that proclaim

this zig-zagging pillar to have been a tree. The triangle is the ancient

symbol for the Godhead and also for man, and woman. Edge on, the

sculpture is a dancing snake, an ascending vigorous chevron of

deeply incised, rough grey and black bark. That chevron recalls a

fundamental pattern in African decoration. Inertness of dead wood

is mocked, questioned by the snake's rapid movement. (In Eastern

symbolism the snake is an image of psychic or cosmic energy.) As

the crimson planes announce the figure's humanity, so the gnsled

bark recalls old, wrinkled, scarred skin. Shock sets in: sacrifice, the

transgression of the body suggests itself.

From the front the pillar asserts itself as a phallic image. Its energy,

though mutilated, appalls and amazes. Dixon denies the phallic

imagery. He says Escalator's subject is the Stock Market. So in a

sense it is a monument to the power of money. Dixon speaks of

money as a modem system of world-wide oppression— no other

coersive system is needed, so total is its efficacy. All 'meaningful'

growth is now measured in terms of expansion of economic wealth.

Had the Zimbabwe Stock Exchange index shot through the ceiling

the day of the show. Escalator would have appeared triumphant but,

in the current context of national economic woe, its mood is tragi-

comic. However, an escalator conveys multitudes onward and

upward, so this justifies an assertion that an especially male

generative function is being alluded to; likewise its pillar-shape

and carnality. Its generative aspect is a metaphor for art and

progress while other metaphors are conveying further meanings.

'
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Male creative energy is worshipped in the form of the God Shiva in

Hindu temples, represented by a pillar.

At the base of the pillar is black mucky resin, such as drips and

collects at the base of certain wild trees. For me this grounds the

work in a Zimbabwean context, as does the bark, the chevron and its

edge-on humaness. Living here and creating here is best. Africans

aren"t "other" and. by the same token, no peoples are "other". (This

notion of otherness is obvious in much First World utterance no

matter how "correct".) Classification of races and cultures

disintegrates. One lives between cultures and especially one is

forced to examine the effect of violent imposition of one culture

upon another in daily life, from within, because in one's mind, body

and emotion these effects are suffered. So a removed, clinical,

objective approach doesn't work. It's good to be one of the strangers

at the gates of the fortress constructed of Western culture

particularly. One denies the "Third World" cage by being fully alive

and aware within it, especially by presenting this life and

consciousness in the physicality of art works which disturb, which

can't be ignored, and yet which express cultural and intellectual

vibrancy.

A work which investigates an aspect of cultural imposition is Bal-on.

The title plays with 'baton', "bat on' as in "play on' and a bat on

something: the object has no purpose without its being wielded. A
small work, it is composed of a long cylinder cradled, balanced, in a

sawn-off fork of limb and branchlets. Its simplicity and naive-

seeming whittled finish give it a harmless hobby-object personality.

It is unvarnished (the unvarnished truth'?). The wood is pale and

gleaming. It might refer to coition — if the cylinder is regarded as

phallic, its cradle as a rudimentary pelvis and thighs. Bat-on-hand is

more obvious. To beat someone? To hit a ball.' An aura of

gentleness, of lightness-of-being surrounds it. How is it .so nice and

unthreatening, allowing images of innocent love-making, games and

correction freely to inhabit it?

But the baton is the pri/.e symbol of police brutality, of force. Still it

looks natural, naif. This work challenges our ideas of what is

natural. 'Natural = Good' is questioned. When I asked the artist

about Riit-on he spoke about the brutality behind the establishment

of all civilisations, elucidating the irony of a brutal image

represented in a delicate, neat figure, playful in its trick of balance.

We may see it as a metaphor for the colonialist way of life — the

cricket bat which symbolises this gentleman's pleasure, and his

ruthlessness.

This ironic use of the 'natural' deserves further comment. A local

critic recently scoffed at the work of a well-known artist here; "He

uses every trick in the hook!" Well, so did Picasso. Dixon is no

amateur at this — he lives by artitlce and invention in giving form

and beauty to his ideas. Art. Artful. Artifice. Cunning. Stratagem.

Technical mastery. Any dictionary explains. This sentimenlalism

about naturalness— as if artists were the original zombies of Mother

Nature— deserves appraisal at least. One may read in it a

desperation to escape the falsity and superficiality of consumer

culture, of sterile rationalism. But intelligence, ingenuity, even

virtuosity are required to fashion art and life-styles which represent

honestly true modem humaness, rather than would-be 'naive' art

instinctively made as intellect flees in blinkered deceit. Duck Off

with Slice refers here also. The natural in shapes (eg sections of tree

trunks), grains, bark textures, stripped heartwood, is subject to

Dixon's carefully deliberated choice of context within each work,

but is celebrated, accentuated. It satisfies because it is itself,

incorporated into the form and in dialogue with the governing idea,

but not imitated.

Gone Saihng seems to offer escape from irony and the struggle with

social and cultural ills, inviting one to sail away alone, simple, away

from clamour, complexity. The sail is a skewed trihedron of wood/

tlesh whose window-planes are beautiful in their ribbony grain and

especially colour. It declares itself to be wood still, by its light

brown edge, but 'moves' as a wave. The triangle is thrice

represented in the sail, that symbol of the human/divine, so the sail

may be read as an image of the self. It is fixed straight into the

water. The base of the trihedron is not there — it's been eaten away

by rot or the waves" action. The solidity of the body is thus

questioned. This sculpture manages to contain those huge symbols:

the boat representing the voyage of the human soul: the wind — the

spirit of God: the water— womb and regeneration, but also

annihilation and the Deluge within its smallness. the smallness of the

individual person within the Cosmos.

The self-portrait. / Saw. has Dixon's identity in work and works as

subject. Past tense: I saw (Vision): Present continuous tense: I saw

(Labour): I saw as in "I am a wood saw/ 1 cut wood, a caipenter", or

I. in my work, am perceived as "eyesore" and also "1 am giver of

wisdom in wi.se-sayings". These are five of the meanings which

reside in this sliver of beautifully grained two-tone wood (light

inside) with its quivering toothed edge which is given by the tree's

growth. Behind, the labouring sage's back is stripped. It is now

smooth but bears the scars of shoots of growth in conical

excrescences. In naming and form, the piece speaks of dimensions

of time and their effect on knowledge and l.ibour: the present

activity depends on past vision.

Many of Dixon's sculptures speak of the continuing work of

facilitating vision through labour and spiritual warfare: saw. blade,

adze, the tools: cleaver and dagger, the weapons in this show



(left) Gerry Dixon, Bat-on, 1998

10.5 X 45 X 12cm, wood

(below) Gerry Dixon, Cuts Both Ways, 1998,

115 X 89 X 50cm, wood and metal

"There is a war that opens the doors ofHeaven. Arjiina!

Happy the warrior whose fate is to fight such a war."

Bhagavad Gita (Hindu scripture)

This text resonated, for me, with this exhibition's themes and

devices. Happiness in jest, felicity of colour and rhythm belong to

these artefacts of spiritual warfare and its rewards. The fight is to

get through to the truth, to see the One in duality, even in

multiplicity. The pun, like the Buddhist koan. can untie meaning;

the work contains, and yet sets free, immanence and understanding.

In the state of Zen meaning floats.

The hunting mind, moving and cutting into place beyond the

sculpture, is represented by a wooden blade supported on guitar-

string-like thick wires in Cuts Both Ways. It is fun to play with, to

set in motion. The graceful arcs of its bending soften the straight

lines of the upright and horizontal components, its swinging like a

dancing quest. 0//.v Botl> Way refers to the pun. to metaphor, to

mental cutting into and between opposing ideas, to movement into

positive and negative space in vertical and horizontal directions.

This last action is achieved by the shape of the blade which resolves

itself into a vertical edge on the left which cuts up and down and a

horizontal one on the right which cuts from the viewer's touch into

the volume of space before hen It speaks also of a double effect: the

sculptor's effect on the object and thus on the spectator, and the

spectator's engagement with the sculpture and thus on the

surrounding space.

This work has an affinity with the Brain Heart, that two-in-one

impressive image of the mind held aloft, above an organic-looking

and imperfect base which, I think, represents the human body in its

impeifection, bearing the scars of suffering. The base of Cuts Both

Ways, a section of a hole of a tree, has, in an orifice, the gross, grey,

dead remains of a broken-off branch. Above this is the joy in

balance, tension and controlled movement— set in motion when we

engage in play.

Weapon imagery appears in Still Point Still and Killing Crocodiles.

The still point lacks dimension because it lacks movement. Still

Point Still has a continuing dimension in time. The work itself is

composed of ebony driftwood which coalesces into a poised

glittering black dagger, terrifying in its potential intent. Here the

human will is focused against possible spiritual or personal attack.

This curved blade makes me think of the desperate wickedness in

every human heart which Jeremiah spoke of in prophetic utterance;

the violence in all hearts which Jean Vanier became aware of

through his experience of the rage within the severely handicapped.

The willingness to fight an heroic, creative battle for Good and

chilling evil inhabit the same image, the same substance.

Killing Crocodiles is a fine beautifully crafted piece. 'Crocodiles'

are represented by a square half-cube with rounded comers, lying as

a base for the upright blade which cleaves into it. At the line of

incision red resin, like blood, oozes. The blue-stained blade arches

with grace, power and dignity. Repeated parabolas of grain-lines

articulate themselves up the front of it. Lines radiate evenly from

the point of impact on one side at the base; on the other side are deep 23



(above) Gerry Dixon, Past, Present and Future, 1997,

42x27x 19cm, wood

(right) Gerry Dixon, Ipse Dixit (The Owl),

1998, 24 X 27 X 17cm, wood

p^ All photographs by Barbara Murray

chaotic lines of force. They too are grain-lines. The piece of wood

must have suggested the cleaver to the artist, so the idea grew

initially from the organic, gathering further significance.

The "crocodile'/base is exquisitely stained river-slime green and

highly polished. The satisfaction the sculpture gave me was

muddied by guilt about the extinction of crocs and ecological

depravity. The artist patiently explained that the crocodiles are not

literal: that the base, a simplified form finely made, was sufficient to

suggest this, but worry befogged the studying mind. These are the

'Crocodiles of Reality' which we have to fight as we set out on life,

and which can devour the weak. Having vanquished them, having

forged a vision of a way through, we make the return journey — 1

suppose in that little sail boat.

Another theme of Dixon's is balance, used ironically in Bat-On. but

in different ways in Past. Present and Future. The past exists here

m a fine pillar of fossilised wood. This image suggests past

civilisations, moral uprightness, strength, phallus-as-art, all of

which has turned to stone. Present is absent, but is present as the

action of balance. Teetering on the edge of the fossil is the future, a

simplified form of a woman. She is reduced to three points: torso-

diminishing-to-head, and two sharply tapering legs held apart. She

conceives the future from the present's ghostly action. Her form

also suggests an antelope's skull. Is the future pregnant with the

death of animal life' Or is the basic structure of organic life

(represented by the skull) dependent on intelligent action in the

present moment? The representation of the present as a pnnciple

that is life-giving, occurring between opposing realities while

palpably absent is especially satisfying. Future appears orientated

towards flight.

Ipse Dixit is the name of an owl simply fashioned trom a leaning

section of tree-trunk. Grain-lines radiate from a pear-shaped

depression in the owl's 'face' in which a little ellipse is balanced. In

the event of a careless brush-off. the ellipse — the beak — falls off.

You have to replace it so that it can 'speak'. The inference is that

the wise owl. the artist, has a voice which has a precarious existence

which depends on its balance within the body/personality of

himself/his work and also upon exterior responses.

Dixon speaks of the "moment (>fon\;in of '/'. the threshold where

we experience ourselves as spirit." I see the edges o{ these

sculptures as metaphors for this threshold experience, the moment

between containment and freedom. The edge is always given

assiduous attention. Edge is where the work impacts on its outside

space, its context, which it innuenccs, so thai the limits of negatnc

space can be .seen to dance along its margins, nppling. jumping.



Bushman Art and Time Lapse, an

exhibition of photographs created with

innovative methods by Verena Kraft

and Kurt Petz from Munich, Germany,

will be on show at Gallery Delta during

August. Following this and subject to

confirmation, will be The Last Works of

Luis Meque(l%6-1998). In

September Daryl Nero will exhibit

recent work and in October Thakor
Patel and Hilary Kashiri will both hold

one man shows.

Dunng August and September, work from

Zimbabwe featunng Ishmael Wilfred,

Doreen Sibanda, Chiko

Chazunguza, Vote Thebe, Joseph
Muzondo and Craig Wylle will be on

show m Aschaffenburg. Germany, in an

exhibuion entitled Coming of Age.

The National Gallery in Harare will be

closed in July for the judging of Heritage.

During August there will be two one-man

shows, the first by sculptor Joseph
MuzondO; the second recent paintings

by George Churu. September sees an

exhibition of graphics from Israel, the

national ceramics exhibition and a solo

show by Eino Nangako. In October the

NGZ will again be closed, this time for

the hanging of the Heritage Exhibition.

The National Gallery in Bulawayo will

feature a solo show of recent work by

Nicole Gutsa in August. Following

this, in September for three months, will

be a large contemporary sculpture

exhibition from Britain, courtesy of the

British Council. Amongst the artists

whose work will be included are

Anthony Caro, William Turnbull,

Barry Flanagan, Barbara Hepworth
and Edward Paolozzi — a chance for

Zimbabwean sculptors to see

internationally highly-regarded work.

This exhibition will travel to Harare next

year.

gliding. This defining but simultaneously freeing linear moment
fascinates, evoking that leaping articulate line where hills meet sky,

which defies reproduction on canvas or paper. He achieves it by

placing organically made textures where they can produce these

effects.

There is need for artists like Dixon to inform our attitudes and thus

societal decisions. He redefines the spiritual, expands our

understanding of it, leads us with wit and aesthetic delight to fresh

insights. Interaction with his work can help us to extend our own
concepts of the beautiful in the individual, in nature and in society.

His continuing work inspires us to guard our cultural wealth, in

addition to ecological wealth, as a major resource.

Pierre Gallery is showing a selection of

works by the artists attached to the

gallery including Zephania Tshuma,
Chaminuka Zvinavashe, Christiane

Stolhofer, Thomas Zinyeka

Opening on 8 October will be an

exhibition of the latest paintings and

prints by Chiko Chazunguza.

Cool Runnings, the Caribbean food

people, are now offering refreshments

and light lunches at Mutupo Gallery.

The Zimbabwe Association of Art Critics

meets at 5.30 pm every last Monday of

the month at the Bookcafe as well as

holding other events. Anyone interested

in joining the discussions and

developments is most welcome.

Phone Harare 861195 for information. 25
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